Identifying competencies for future graphic design graduates in Malaysia: A Delphi study

ABSTRACT

Traditionally, graphic design (GD) education focuses on the training of technical production skills to prepare graduates for entry-level employment. However, due to the new challenges and the expanding opportunities of emerging practices, GD graduates are expected to master a wide range of additional competencies beyond traditional scope. The study aims to identify the competencies required by future GD graduates in the context of Malaysia. A two-round modified Delphi technique was used to gain consensus from a panel of experts consisted of design educators and industry practitioners regarding the competencies needed by the graduates for effective work performance. A total of 108 competencies were generated. All accepted competencies were ranked ‘very important’ and ‘extremely important’ by at least 75 percent of the respondents in Round Two. These competencies could be classified into 29 subdomains under five components, i.e., cognitive competence, functional competence, personal competence, ethical competence, and meta-competencies. The findings of this study are useful for enhancing the education and employability of graphic designers as they provide a common vocabulary to relevant stakeholders about the standards of performance for new entrants to the GD profession.
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Introduction

The demands on the professional practice of GD in the 21st century bear little resemblance to those of the past (Heller, 2015). Traditionally, graphic designers have often been viewed as ‘craftsmen’ or ‘decorators’ who focus on ‘the making of things and beautiful things’ (American Institute of Graphic Design (AIGA), 2015a). Rapid development in technology and industry has expanded the scope and content of graphic designers’ work (Dziobczenski & Person, 2017; Harland, 2016). Nowadays, graphic designers are found to work in areas such as service design, strategic planning, innovation management, branding, and technology development (Davis, 2017). Approaches and strategies in design have also been gradually shifted from designer-oriented to user-centred, intuition-based to research-driven, and single-disciplinary work to interdisciplinary collaboration (Muratovski, 2016). To meet the changing demands in practice, designers are required to adapt and acquire a new range of competencies in a broader range of disciplines and fields (Kiernan & Ledwith, 2014).

However, there is little updated information on the current employment requirements of graphic designers in education (Cheung, 2016; Davis, 2015; Marks, 2015; Swanson, 2015). To date, technical production skills, including strategies in visual composition, principles of typesetting, and understanding of print processes remain the training priorities in the GD programmes of many universities (Davis, 2005, 2017; Frascara, 1988). Consequently, students are mostly ill-prepared for the
skills, knowledge, and abilities needed to deal with the changing demands in design practice upon graduation (Heller, 2005b; Hsieh, Guan & Wu, 2010) and eventually “end up in roles where they design according to a set of given instructions” (Lim, 2015, p.58). Since the students are trained to fulfil yesteryears’ needs, there is a growing concern about whether formal GD education is still necessary (Chiang, Idris & Chuen, 2018). Such concern is raised because there is an increasing number of ‘self-taught’ or ‘informally trained’ designers who learn design software independently themselves and work effectively as ‘graphic designers’ in the industry (Okyere, 2017).

In general, there are no prescribed professional standards to guide the development of academic programmes in GD at university level (Cheung, 2011; Chiang, Idris & Chuen 2019). Although GD programmes offer more or less the same introductory courses, students are taught differently from university to university (Wilson, 2014). Levels of teaching excellence and graduates’ quality also vary between universities (Debbie, 2011). As highlighted by Heller (2015), “Unlike degree programs for professions governed by established standards and standardized test (i.e., law, medicine, engineering, psychology, economics), graphic design — which does not, and perhaps may never, necessitate broad-tested certification — has very few strict curriculum conventions and hardly any blanket requirements (other than “knowing” the computer and being “fluent” in type)” (p. 12). Since the job scope of graphic designers today is far more complicated and broader than before, the absence of prescribed professional standards creates difficulties in developing the most relevant curricula for those who wish to practice in the field of GD (Higgins, 2008).

The conflict between educators and industry practitioners have always been an issue in the GD field (Bridges, 2013; Dziobczenski & Person, 2017). Question about what skills and knowledge should be taught to best prepare the students for their professional careers remains a popular topic of debate and discussion between both parties. Wang’s (2006) study exemplified this and found out that while industry practitioners focused more on mastery of competencies that are more task-oriented, design educators emphasized more on knowledge-based competencies. Cheung’s (2016) study also suggested that “the criteria of competence held by design academia and those held by industry [in Hong Kong] were different: the differences between broader objective and narrower subjective business measures” (p. 37). However, most educators and industry practitioners involved in the study failed to aware of this ‘blind spot’. As a result, a ‘knowledge gap’ seems to appear when university students enter the actual workplace. Cheung’s (2016) findings echoed the concern of Eraut (2007) that the primary challenge university graduates experience during the early period of professional learning and development is the “different types of discourse and epistemologies” (p.116). In this case, educators and practitioners need to come to some ‘agreements’ regarding the competencies expected for new entrants to the GD profession to fill the ‘knowledge gap’ and thereby enhancing the educational and employability process (Chiang, Idris & Chuen, 2018) as well as strengthening the status of GD as an academic and professional discipline (Dziobczenski & Person, 2017).

Although a number of studies had been conducted to identify the knowledge, skills, traits, and abilities required by GD graduates in different geographical regions (e.g., Bridges, 2013; Cheung, 2016; Dharavath, 2003; Dziobczenski & Galeotti, 2017; Dziobczenski et al., 2018; Hsieh, Guan & Wu, 2010; Wang, 2006; Wilson, 2014), ethics and values are being paid relatively less explicit attention in these studies. However, design scholars (e.g., Berman, 2009; Heller & Vienne, 2003; McCollam, 2014; Perkins, 2011) and design associations (e.g., AIGA, 2010; wREGA, 2012; International Council of Design (ico-D), 2011; GDC, 2012) have highlighted their significance to professional practice and development in the GD field. This means that both ethics and values are important competencies that should be introduced to students while studying at university.

Both Bridges (2013) and Wang (2006) suggested that due to the rapid advancement of technology and expansion of global consumer market, more studies on GD competencies should be done in different geographical regions to ensure up-to-date curriculum is always ready for various stakeholders. Up to the best notice of the authors of this study, very few related studies have been done in developing countries such as Malaysia. Therefore, this study aims to identify the essential competencies that should be possessed by future GD graduates for effective work performance in the context of Malaysia.

Research Methods

Modified Delphi Technique

Delphi technique was used to gather information from a group of experts through several rounds of questionnaires to formulate a consensus among them (Delbecq, VandeVen & Gustafson, 1975). According to Clayton (1997), the Delphi technique has three distinctive characteristics: anonymity, interaction with controlled feedback, and statistical group response. Individuals are allowed to share their views in an environment that is free of hostility, social pressure, and individual dominance as participant anonymous is generally secured during the group communication process (Andrews & Allen, 2002). Although Delphi technique is time-consuming (Powell, 2003), it is more cost-effective when a large number of individuals are required to comprehensively investigate an issue (Linstone & Turoff, 1975).
In this study, a two-round modified Delphi was used to gain consensus from a group of experts about the competencies needed by future GD graduates in Malaysia. In comparison to a conventional Delphi that requests the experts to answer a set of open-ended questions in the first round, a ‘modified’ Delphi starts with a set of carefully selected items for them to review (Custer, Scarcella & Stewart, 1999). These items can be created through extensive literature review, document analysis, consultation with experts, or adaptation of previously validated questionnaire (Bridges, 2013; Stahl & Stahl, 1991; Wang, 2006). The initial competency items of the Delphi Round One of this study was produced from the review of existing literature.

**Delphi Panel Selection**

To ensure the quality of collected data, it is important to select the most qualified experts in the subject matter (Mullen, 2003; Ogbeifun et al., 2016). However, participant response rates have always been regarded a key concern (Hasson, Keeney & McKenna, 2000) because a Delphi study usually takes up a great deal of time (Powell, 2003). Delbecq, Van deVen, and Gustafson (1975) suggested that for experts to stay active throughout the study, they must be well-informed of the aim of the study, feel personally attached with the issue under investigation, have meaningful insights to share, and understand their contribution to the results of the research.

In this study, the experts were categorized into two groups: university-level design educators and industry practitioners. They were selected using non-probability purposive sampling technique (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2000). In specific, snowball sampling technique was used to select the most suitable panel experts. According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000), snowball sampling is a sampling technique where the researcher identifies a small number of individuals as key informants to recommend other qualified persons in the population to participate in the study.

22 design educators who are working at either private or public higher educational institutions (HEIs) in Malaysia, teaching bachelor’s degree programmes in visual communication design, digital and interactive design, and advertising design were recruited to participate in this study. 17 industry practitioners who are from various areas such as graphic communication design, brand and identity system design, advertising design, publication design, and interactive design, were recruited with the recommendation from the board members of the Graphic Design Association of Malaysia (wREGA). A total of 39 GD experts agreed to participate in this study.

**Instrumentation: Delphi Round One and Round Two**

The Delphi Round One questionnaire contained three parts. Part One consisted of a set of demographic questions. Part Two comprised a list of pre-determined competency items, which were created from the review of existing literature. The initial 125 items were classified into 33 subdomains under five competency components proposed by Cheetham and Chivers (1996; 1998), i.e., cognitive competence, functional competence, personal competence, ethical competence, and meta-competencies. A short description was given to the components and subdomains to ensure all experts were on the same page when ranking the items. The experts were requested to rank the items based on a 5-point Likert scale according to their level of importance, where: 1 = Not at all important; 2 = Not so important; 3 = Some-what important; 4 = Very important; and 5 = Extremely important. In addition, participants were also allowed to give comments for each item in a ‘comment box’. Part Three consisted of an open-ended question for the experts to suggest any other extra competencies that should be considered by the study in Round Two.

The format and questions of the Round Two were identical to Round One. However, it only consisted of a questionnaire prompting participants to rank the competency items.

The questionnaires were designed through SurveyMonkey, an online survey development cloud-based software. Each questionnaire was examined by two experts in research methods to ensure the clarity and validity of the questions as well as the ease of use of the online survey design.

**Acceptance and Removal Criterion**

There is no agreed-upon consensus level in the literature for Delphi studies (Keeney, Hasson & McKenna, 2001; Powell, 2003). Keeney, Hasson and McKenna (2001) noted that the consensus level could be guided by the significance of the topic. According to them, 100 percent consensus may be required for life and death issues, while 51 percent may be suitable for preferences.

To gain consensus among the experts to identify the most relevant competencies, a cut-off level of the items ranked ‘very important’ and ‘extremely important’ was used in this study. An item must be ranked at four or greater by at least 75 percent of the respondents. This acceptance criterion was also used in previous Delphi studies (e.g., Al-Muallem et al., 2016; Arbabian-Jarou et al., 2016; Johnston et al., 2014). Those items that cannot meet the acceptance criterion would be removed from the competency list eventually. However, an item would be removed ‘immediately’ from
the questionnaire in Round Two if it was ranked ‘not so important’ or ‘not at all important’ by at least 75 percent of the respondents in the Round One. This is because such an item might achieve very low agreement on its level of importance or relevance among the experts who participated in this study.

Frequencies of each item were calculated by using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21. Figure 1 illustrates the overall modified Delphi process used in this study.

Results

Round One

Round One questionnaire was accessible to all panel experts for a period of three weeks. One more week was extended to increase the response rate. Of the 39 experts who initially agreed to participate in the study, 35 responded, which yielded a total response rate of 89.7 percent. In specific, 21 (60%) were design educators and 14 (40%) were industry practitioners. Based on this response rate, at least 26 panel members would have had to rank a competency item at four or greater for acceptance. The overall acceptance rate in Round One was 79.2%. Of the initial 125 items, 99 items were ranked ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’ by at least 26 respondents (75%) in Round One.

Based on the results, only one or none of the item in the following competency subdomains met the acceptance criteria: ‘art and design history’, ‘business fundamentals’, ‘user-centred design skills’, ‘data visualisation skills’, ‘research skills’, ‘software skills’, and ‘design thinking skills’. This means that these subdomains might be removed from the list if the results remained the same in Round Two. None of the items in

Figure 1: The modified Delphi process used in gaining experts’ consensus on competencies required by future graphic design graduates
Round One met the immediate removal criteria. Therefore, all items were ‘temporarily’ included for further reviewed in Round Two. After considering the comments received in Round One, nine new items were added and 34 existing items (27.2%) were modified. In addition, it was found that no new competency subdomain appeared from the analysis of experts’ comments.

**Round Two**

Round Two questionnaire was accessible to all panel experts for a period of three weeks. One more week was extended to increase the response rate. 32 experts completed the questionnaire. Specifically, 19 (59.4%) were design educators and 13 (40.6%) were industry practitioners. This means that a competency item would have had to be ranked at four or greater by at least 24 panel members for acceptance.

Following the analysis of the Round Two, this study produced a final list of 108 competencies, which could be categorized into 29 subdomains under five competency components (Table 1).

It was worth noting that 26 items (19.4%) were deleted after the analysis of the experts’ responses in Round Two. This had resulted the removal of four competency subdomains: ‘art and design history’, ‘user-centred design skills’, ‘data visualisation skills’, and ‘research skills’.

**Table 1**

Competencies for future graphic design graduates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.0 Cognitive Competence</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mastery of work-related knowledge, awareness, understanding or information, and the capability to apply them in given work-related situations effectively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Design Fundamentals (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Industry Knowledge (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Contextual Awareness (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Multidisciplinary Knowledge (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Business Fundamentals (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Marketing Fundamentals (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.0 Functional Competence</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ability to successfully perform a variety of work-related tasks using available tools and technologies in order to achieve specific outcomes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Technical Design Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Conceptual Design Skills (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Interactive Design Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Advertising Design Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 Software Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 Graphic Print Production Skills (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7 Project Management Skills (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.0 Personal Competence</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The acquisition of appropriate traits, social behaviours, desires, psychological impulses or emotions in work-related situations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Aesthetic and Visual Sensitivity (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Self-driven (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Adaptability and Flexibility (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Emotional Intelligence (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Interpersonal Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 Self-efficacy (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4.0 Values / Ethical Competence</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The acquisition of professional behaviours, knowledge, and values for making mindful decisions in assigned occupational contexts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Professional Behaviours (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Professional Expertise (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 Professional Values (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5.0 Meta-competencies</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Those generic and overarching ‘soft-qualities’ that are deeply embedded in learning and enable introspection and self-assessment. They are of a higher level than other competencies and are able to support the acquisition and development of other competencies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1 Creative Thinking Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2 Problem Solving Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 Design Thinking Skills (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4 Critical Thinking Skills (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5 Reflective Thinking Skills (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6 Communication Skills (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7 Teamwork and Leadership Skills (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Although collaboration between educators and industry practitioners has long been in existence, such a relationship has always been regarded as complicated. The conflict between both parties continues to be an issue, and this is not exempted in the GD discipline. Incompetent performance of graduates in the workforce is believed to be the main cause of this conflict (Bridges, 2013; Cheung, 2011). Previous studies exemplified that both parties have different expectations when it comes to what types of knowledge, skills, and abilities should be possessed by GD graduates to perform effectively in the industry (e.g., Cheung, 2016; Dziobczenski & Galeotti, 2017; Wang, 2006). Nevertheless, it is not wise to isolate the industry's expectations from design education or vice versa (Butler, 1995). On the one hand, the realistic expectations of the industry must be considered in design education (Lewis & Bonollo, 2002) to make sound curricular decisions (Dharavath, 2003; Wilson, 2001) and to enhance the career prospects of design graduates (Davis, 2005). On the other hand, educators are urged to fulfil not only the short-term expectations of the industry but also prepare students for the long-term needs of their lives and for making positive changes in society (Chiang, Idris & Chuen, 2018; McCoy, 1990).

Therefore, this study aims to create a ‘platform’ for both parties to ‘communicate’ with each other to achieve some agreements regarding what competencies should be demonstrated by future GD graduates. In such a context, Delphi technique was chosen as the research method of this study. Findings showed that design educators and industry professionals in Malaysia did share similar views on the importance of certain competencies.

In general, the findings of this study echoed the results of several studies that GD graduates in the future need to be multi-skilled to begin professional practice (e.g., Adu, 2015; Dziobczenski & Person, 2017; Dziobczenski, Person & Meriläinen, 2018). Apart from mastering technical design skills and having good visual sensitivity, the graduates are expected to display a wide range of additional skills, knowledge, and personal traits such as industry knowledge, contextual awareness, multidisciplinary knowledge, business fundamentals, marketing fundamentals, self-driven, self-efficacy, emotional intelligence, and adaptability and flexibility to meet the changing demands in the practice. Overall, the competency subdomains and competencies uncovered provide a shared perspective among the experts in association with the intended qualities and outcomes that GD education at the university level should produce.

GD has always been related to print technology. As technology advances, interaction and user participation have become increasingly common in print design (Neves, 2017). Based on the findings, while graphic print production skills remain relevance, experts in Malaysia also expressed the importance of interactive design skills and UI and UX software skills for future graduates to catch up with the emerging trends in design. In other words, graphic designers who possess the abilities to deal with digital and interactive jobs are in more demand by the industry in Malaysia. This is in consistent with the comments or findings of several studies and reports that networked communication design and software development positions will grow in the years to come (e.g., Davis, 2017; Heller, 2015; United States Bureau of Labour Statistics, 2017). However, user-centred design skills and its related competencies, which can be used to support the interactive design process, were ranked less important by the experts, and were consequently removed from the functional competence component. It is difficult for designers to produce a satisfying and meaningful interactive experience without having skills in empathizing and evaluating the needs of end-users.

In addition, the study also found that project management skills, teamwork and leadership skills, and interpersonal skills are important to the graduates, suggesting that they may assume a more strategic or leading role in the industry in the future. Similar results had also been demonstrated in studies such as Perks, Cooper & Jones (2005) and Valtonen (2005) on the product and industrial designers’ roles. In other words, apart from fulfilling operational or outcome-related role, such as to produce physically appealing products, GD graduates will most likely be given more opportunities to participate in strategic planning for effective design solutions in the industry. In supporting of this assumption, communication skills, problem-solving skills, critical thinking skills, creative thinking skills, design and innovative thinking skills, and reflective thinking skills were also viewed as highly important by those GD experts involved in the study.

While a number of reports and studies especially in western regions had highlighted the relevance of data visualization and research skills for graphic designers to fulfil the expectations placed upon them in the future (e.g., Davis & Littlejohn, 2017; Dziobczenski et al., 2018; Muratovski, 2016; Walker, 2017), they failed to meet the acceptance criterion and were therefore removed from the functional competence component. Moreover, history of art and design was also excluded by experts from the cognitive competence component. This reflected the concern of Heller (2005a) that the value of art and design history has often been underappreciated in the education of graphic designers. However, Hollis (2015) noted that understanding of art and design history not only gives students the confidence to think and discuss their work, it can also assist graphic designers in creating values and address questions associated with design style. Based on the findings, it can be assumed that art and design history is overshadowed by other practical competencies. It is
a ‘nice to know’ but not a ‘must know’ area in modern design practice. This assumption can be summed up by considering a comment given by a participating expert, 

“It is good for [graphic] designers to ‘know’ or ‘understand’ art and design history... But I am having doubt if it is an ‘important’ area of knowledge that needs to be applied in the practice, especially in the context of Malaysia.”

McCollam (2014) claimed that ethical aspects have often been overlooked in the education of designers, including GD. Previous studies (e.g., Chiang, 2019; Chiang et al., 2016) also suggested that from lecturers’ and students’ perspectives, social responsibility dimensions were not comprehensively integrated into GD curriculum in Malaysia. However, the findings of this study officially acknowledge the significance of ethical behaviours, expertise, and values in the professional practice of GD in Malaysia. For the graduates to comply with the ethical standards of the practice, they must be introduced to and aware of their responsibilities to commercial clients, other graphic designers, public, society, and environment at the university level. As noted by Berman (2013), to perform ethically in design practice “will elevate both the real and perceived value of design and designers, while helping to ensure that design is serving the social good. It’s also an important step towards certification of the profession, which is ultimately what will benefit Malaysia and its designers the most” (p. 56). GD programmes providers must strive their best to identify a better way to nurture ‘citizen designers’ who have the abilities to produce good design (Berman, 2009, 2013; Heller & Vienne, 2003; McCoy, 2003; Whiteley, 1993).

**Limitations and Recommendations**

Although this study uncovers valuable information, it does have its limitations. First, the Delphi is a very time-consuming research method (Powell, 2003); therefore, it was challenging to acquire qualified design educators and industry practitioners for this study as well as to sustain their commitment throughout the data collection process due to their hectic schedule. Although 39 experts in the field agreed to take part in this study, the highest response rate reached was in Round One, with only 35 experts completing the questionnaire. It was acknowledged by the authors of this study that it would not be appropriate to generalize the findings broadly without further validation of the identified competencies using a larger sample.

Second, very limited written feedbacks and comments were provided by the participants in Round One. Consequently, no new competency subdomains appeared in Round Two and the competency items in Round Two were almost the same with those in the Round One questionnaire.

Accordingly, more participants can be recruited in the future while conducting similar studies as the bigger the sample size, the more reliable of the Delphi studies’ results (Hasson & Keeney, 2011). With a larger sample size, it will be highly beneficial to determine the ranking of importance of the competency subdomains. In addition, though Delphi technique is proven to be a useful method to collect data for related studies, it will be interesting to use other qualitative methods such as face-to-face interview or focus group discussion to add valuable insights to the study.

It is also recommended to conduct an evaluation for university-level GD programmes using the competencies identified in this study as prescribed standards of performance. The findings can also be used as a preliminary diagnostic tool to assess the competency levels of GD students. However, additional studies should be done to further validate the findings of this study.

Lastly, as technology continues to progress, it will be necessary to ongoingly evaluate and expand the findings of this study in Malaysia and in other geographical regions. The goal of conducting related studies, as pointed out by Wang (2006), is to “impact the supply of well-educated workers, advance numerous careers, and provide students with high-quality education and potential for employment” (p. 81) in a world that is constantly changing.

**Conclusion**

Questions about what types of skills and knowledge should formal GD education include in courses and programmes to best prepare the graduates for professional practice in the future always become a topic of discussion and debate among design educators and industry practitioners (Dziobczenski & Person, 2017; Kang, Chung & Nam, 2015). As noted previously, both parties are important stakeholders in the educational and employability process of graphic designers, but their objectives and missions are fundamentally different (Cheung, 2011). At the same time, the changing nature of the workplace, coupled with changes in the global economy, society, technology, and people’s behaviour has diversified the career pathways for graphic designers in the industry (AIGA, 2015b; Dziobczenski et al., 2018), requiring them to possess a broad range of new competencies, including those outside of design disciplines and fields (Davis, 2015; Kiernan & Ledwith, 2014; Nae, 2017). The traditional understanding of design has its limitations in a rapidly changing world and therefore must be re-examined (Davis, 2008).

However, empirical studies on GD discipline (Logan, 2006) and the professional practice of graphic designers (Van der Waarder, 2009) remain limited. Therefore, the competency subdomains and com-
petencies unveiled by this study through a collective of educators and practitioners provide valuable insights on the skills and knowledge in GD graduates required by future employment market.

Overall, the competency subdomains and competencies span a number of different areas, covering some that are typically addressed and those that are newly identified. Good personal traits and ethical awareness were perceived by experts as highly relevant for effective work performance in the GD field. The findings posed immediate challenges to design educators and HEIs in developing the most relevant curricula to help their students to secure a position within a changing professional environment. Apart from focusing on the technical expectations for entry-level employment, design educators may want to prepare students for more senior positions by training them to work in a more integrative and strategic way. New areas of expertise such as project management, teamwork and leadership, and interpersonal skills, should be integrated into different courses in the programmes. Design educators are challenged to introduce these areas to students in the context of design effectively. For industry practitioners and design companies, the findings of this study provide a basic structure or prescribed standards of performance for them in recruiting, selecting, developing, training, and evaluating their teams. In addition, it is hoped that these insights can be used to differentiate professionally trained graphic designers from those informally trained and to enhance the status of GD as a profession.

As technological developments in the GD industry are currently changing many of the job descriptions, there is a greater need for a qualified workforce (Dharavath, 2003). GD educators and practitioners need to work closely to equip the graduates with the competencies required for effective job performance. Such relationship can be established through classroom and curricula activities, intensive design workshops, advisory boards, professional conferences and organizations, design competitions, employment or internship opportunities, student and faculty on-site opportunities, corporate-sponsored research projects, corporate grants, and so on (Roberts, 2007). A new model should be developed to encourage better collaboration between design educators and practitioners.
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